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INTRODUCTION
Our Journey Towards Student Success
Student success: it’s our main purpose and the reason we exist as an organization. It’s our
ultimate goal.
Much like the head of a canoe shows the direction, and points forward, this Strategic Action Plan
provides a vision of where we want to be in 2021. And with each stroke of the paddle, our actions
bring us closer to our goal.
Student success is more than just a destination: it’s a journey. Every day, individually and collectively,
we uphold the high importance of education and work hard to ensure our students can achieve their
full potential.
To do so, we need to put in place the necessary frameworks, programs and tools to allow
the organization to grow and perform at its best. We need to regularly take stock of our
accomplishments, big and small, and build on our strengths. We may need to adjust our course along
the way, but our focus will remain the same.
Our current and future students are counting on us. This is our commitment to them.
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Student success
is more than just
a destination:
it’s a journey.
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A Collaborative and Consultative Effort
Our Strategic Planning process is the continuation of previous
efforts. The CAFSI Educational Review (2007-2008) and 2011-2015
Strategic Action Plan have been guiding our work for years. Progress
has definitively been made over time, but issues previously identified
remained and needed to be carried forward.
We initiated the development of the 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan
towards the end of 2014 under the leadership of the Director General
and the Senior Management Group.
We followed an iterative process, where we first consulted with the
pedagogical sectors (i.e., Youth, Sabtuan Adult Education Services
(SAES) and Post-Secondary Student Services (PSSS)), asking them “what
do you need for your students to achieve their full potential?” We
then proceeded to meet with the administrative ⁄ service groups to
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build clarity, understanding, and a strong response to the needs of the
educational sectors.
Throughout the process, we held a number of working sessions, where
we looked back to understand our progress in relation to our previous
plans, and looked ahead to determine our future needs, and identify
our key areas of focus and performance indicators. In doing so, we also
reflected on our strengths and weaknesses through a SWOT analysis of
our current internal and external environments, with supporting data.
Finally, we held several feedback and validation sessions with
management staff to ensure we were on the right track, and presented
our proposed five-year Strategic Action Plan to the Council of
Commissioners.

Our Roadmap for the Next Five Years
Our 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan determines what we will focus
on for the next five years, and is designed with student success as its
primary and overarching goal.
Deeply rooted in our Mission and Vision, the Strategic Action Plan
is our roadmap: it determines our direction and outlines the key
initiatives that will allow us to achieve it. All priorities, resourcing and
organizational design of the Cree School Board are guided by this Plan.
We intend to hold ourselves accountable for delivering on the actions
and desired outcomes outlined in the 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan.

Deeply rooted in our
Mission and Vision, the
Strategic Action Plan is our
roadmap: it determines
our direction and outlines
the key initiatives that will
allow us to achieve it.
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CREE SCHOOL BOARD QUICK FACTS
The Cree School Board (CSB) was established in 1975 as a result of Section 16 of the James Bay and Northern Quebec
Agreement (JBNQA). In 1978, the Cree School Board was officially constituted under the Education Act for Cree, Inuit and
Naskapi Native Persons.
The CSB is an independent school board in Eeyou Istchee, recognized by the Ministère de l’Éducation et de l’Enseignement
supérieur (MEES), serving primarily Cree students in the region. Its education programs are adapted from the general
provincial education curriculum to provide Cree language and Cree culture learning.
The CSB provides services in three education sectors, one devoted to Youth Education (pre-school, elementary and
secondary education), a second to Adult Education (general education and vocational training) and a third, which supports
JBNQA Cree beneficiary Post-Secondary Students at college and university throughout Canada and elsewhere. The CSB also
has supporting departments, which provide services to all communities and all sectors.
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Geographic Context

Demographic Context

The territory covered by the Cree School Board extends from Waswanipi
in the south and Mistissini in the east to Whapmagoostui in the
northwest of Hudson Bay.

Over the past few years, the Cree population has been growing about
three times faster than the population of Quebec. In Cree communities,
close to half of Cree beneficiaries are under the age of 19, and the
median age is about 25 years old.

The Cree communities served by the CSB are located in a vast territory
covering over 300,000 km2, extending from the 49th to the 55th parallel.
The CSB has jurisdiction over nine Cree communities:
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

Waswanipi
Ouje-Bougoumou
Mistissini
Waskaganish
Nemaska
Eastmain
Wemindji
Chisasibi
Whapmagoostui

The CSB Regional Office is located in the Cree community of Mistissini,
Quebec.

Legislative Context
The Cree Nation has constitutional guarantees concerning Cree
Education, the Cree School Board and its special powers, responsibilities
and guarantees, as set forth in Section 16 of the JBNQA.

This has a tremendous impact on the CSB and the way we are
organized, but it is also a great opportunity for the Cree Nation to foster
an educated and successful population. As such, the CSB is currently
playing an increasingly critical role and will continue to do so in the
coming years.

Whapmagoostui

Chisasibi
Wemindji
Eastmain
Nemaska
Waskaganish

The provisions of Section 16 of the JBNQA are given statutory
expression in a special statute, the Education Act For Cree, Inuit and
Naskapi Native Persons, R.S.Q., c. I-14.

Mistissini
Ouje-Bougoumou
Waswanipi
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Youth Sector Student Population

4378
STUDENTS

2630 1456 Elementary
ENGLISH 1174 Secondary
669
671
Elementary
Pre-school and
1079
FRENCH 408 Secondary

Kindergarten

175

Special Needs
(who are included
in our total
4378 students)

Source: Data from the 2015-2016 school year

Employee Profile
Number of employees, by category

83

Managers

8

428

Teachers

Youth Sector
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37

Teachers

Adult Education
(General & Vocational)

59

Professionals

391
Support
Staff

Source: Data provided by the CSB, 2016

1
Whapmagoostui

1

1

(Elementary)

745

253

(Secondary)

Youth Sector

437

Chisasibi
LEGEND

1
Wemindji

Number of schools
Number of students

385

Source: Data from the 2015-2016 school year

1
Eastmain

232

1
Nemaska

173

Waskaganish

1

1

575

(Elementary)

563
1
516
Waswanipi

1

(Secondary)

337

Mistissini

1
Ouje-Bougoumou

162
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Sabtuan Adult
Education Services

Post-Secondary Student Services

Number of students, by type of enrollment

Number of students, by community

557

191

General
Education

Vocational
Programs

99

Sabtuan Regional
Vocational
Training Centre
(SRVTC)
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Waswanipi
Ouje-Bougoumou
Mistissini
Waskaganish
Nemaska

94
37
128
129
39

Eastmain
Wemindji
Chisasibi
Whapmagoostui
TOTAL

16
46
137
35
661

Source: Data from the 2015-2016 school year

Whapmagoostui

22

Sabtuan Adult
Education Services

194
Chisasibi

LEGEND

Wemindji

Eastmain

Number of students

79

Sabtuan Regional Vocational
Training Centre (SRVTC)

Source: Data from the 2015-2016 school year

47
Nemaska

63

Waskaganish

90
193
Mistissini

125

Waswanipi

Ouje-Bougoumou

34
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OUR STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES
In the development of the 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan, we analyzed our Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats (i.e., “SWOT”). The SWOT analysis incorporated supporting data, which helped us understand current and future student
demographics, workforce needs, employee profiles, etc.
This exercise created a framework for us to learn what teams or departments are facing, providing us with an indication of our
“organizational health”. It also provided us with the context and starting point to determine the areas of focus for the next five
years in order to achieve our desired future state.
On the following pages are highlights of our findings in each area.
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Staff engagement
Environment
Resources

Student motivation
and preparedness
Staff development
and accountability
Communications
Processes
and tools

R THREATS
U
O
PP
O
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ORTUN
ITI

Population
demographics
Regional economic
development
Funding rules

E

S

O

O

STRENGTH
R
U
S

EAKNESS
W
R
ES
U
O

Reputation and
credibility
Student/staff
attraction
and retention
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OUR
STRENGTHS
The strengths we need to protect mostly lie in the areas of staff
engagement and in our environment and resources:
w
w
w
w
w

There is an increasing number of Cree employees, which contributes
to our strong sense of pride and belonging to “our” school board.
The CSB staff have a desire to work collaboratively (although there
is a perception that it is not always easy).
There have been improvements in staffing decisions: we have
more of the right people in the right jobs.
Progress has been made on our previous goals, and there is an
overall desire to continue improving.
The CSB has great facilities and financial stability.

We feel very fortunate to have such strong staff engagement and
motivation, and are committed to preserving this important asset.

OUR
WEAKNESSES
The weaknesses or challenges we identified and need to address relate
mainly to student motivation and preparedness, staff development
and accountability, communications, and processes and tools:
w
w

w

w
w

w
w
w
w
w

Student academic performance is lower than desired (i.e.,
graduation rates, test results, etc.).
Transitioning to post-secondary or adult education is difficult for
too many students due to insufficient academic preparedness,
life skills, and commitment to succeed.
At all levels, professional improvement is needed for our staff
(e.g., qualifications and language, people management, general
professional skills).
Our high employee turnover makes it difficult to have stability and
sustainability within the CSB, which results in issues in retaining staff.
Absenteeism and lateness among students and staff impact
academic and professional performance; further, for staff, travel and
meeting schedules cause issues in getting the job done.
We need greater understanding and ability to work interculturally.
The vast geography and demanding climate we operate in
impact operational costs and working conditions.
Poor administrative processes and procedures make it difficult to
complete routine tasks.
Our internal environment is not flexible to find solutions; policies and
procedures are valued more than judgment to solve problems.
We need to improve internal communications at all levels of the
organization.

While our list of weaknesses or challenges is much longer than our list
of strengths, it confirms that we are not satisfied with how things are
today, and that we strive for positive change by offering more for our
students and our staff.
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OUR
OPPORTUNITIES
The external opportunities we need to take advantage of lie mostly
in our population demographics, in the regional economic
development and in our funding rules:
w

w

w

The Cree population is growing rapidly, creating an appetite for
services from all pedagogical sectors of the CSB: Youth, Adult and
Post-secondary.
The growth in the economic development of our communities
will lead to increased job opportunities (which in turn, leads to
demand for developing and upgrading job skills and education).
The funding rules and agreements we have with the governments
of Canada and Quebec, pursuant to the JBNQA, create favourable
conditions for continued education, providing long-term stability
and sustainability for the CSB.

In other words, we have an increasing demand for education, an
opportunity to use education and the means to get to use education.

OUR
THREATS
The threats we identified mainly relate to our reputation and credibility,
and student⁄staff attraction and retention:
w

w
w

w

w

Weaknesses in the CSB’s reputation and credibility affect
attraction and retention for students, staff and other external
partners.
The perception of lack of qualified teachers creates a negative
reputation as a capable instructor.
There is increased “competition” for students from outside the
CSB as other schools are building new capacity to attract Cree
students.
The CSB and available programs and courses are not well known
and understood by the communities and other entities, resulting in
missed opportunities and conflicting or duplication of efforts.
Quebec professional qualifications and working conditions make
attraction difficult.

In Summary
The CSB operates in a complex environment: it includes Cree and nonCree entities, has many diverse stakeholders, an increasing number
of competitors and an important yet very historically and socially
challenging mandate, all in a demanding geographical environment.

In order to succeed, we must ensure that all that we do is clearly
defined, established, and communicated, and that it meets the
needs of our primary stakeholders: our students, our parents and our
communities.

The need for the CSB services will continue to grow due to the rapid
population growth and favourable economic conditions. However, the
expectations for the CSB are also increasing and the Cree people have
an ever-expanding range of educational choices.

This must be supported by comprehensive governance and effective
processes that allow engaged and qualified staff to get the job done.

CREE SCHOOL BOARD 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan
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THE 2016-2021
STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
The Foundation
Mission, Vision, Values

MISSION
Our Purpose
To provide for life-long learning while
instilling the Cree identity in partnership
with our communities to allow each
student to attain the qualifications and
competencies to become a successful
contributor to the Cree Nation and
society at large.

Our 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan is deeply rooted in our
mission, vision and organizational values.
Our ultimate goal of student success is largely dependent
on how well we operate as an organization. By aligning our
actions with our mission, vision and values, we have a clear
roadmap to follow. Further, by ensuring all our employees
understand how these three elements are key to achieving
success, they share a common aspiration for the future and are
fully engaged to contribute.
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VISION
Our Aspiration
A well-educated and successful Cree
Nation through inspired teaching and
valued learning.

ORGANIZATIONAL
VALUES
The Framework for
how we Behave
as Employees
Accountability - We are trustworthy and
assume responsibility for our actions
Excellence - We set high standards
for performance and always seek to
improve
Integrity - We consistently do what is
right for the Cree School Board by being
truthful and honest
Leadership - We have a clear vision of
the organization’s direction and support
others in their development
Respect - We are different from one
another and work well together
Teamwork - We work together to
succeed

CREE SCHOOL BOARD 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan
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STUDENT SUCCESS
1 EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
2

STUDENT, PARENT AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

3
4

QUALIFIED, COMPETENT,
AND ENGAGED STAFF

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
AND EFFECTIVENESS

One Ultimate Goal,
Four Strategic Themes
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Student success. We are dedicated to ensuring that our youth and
adult students succeed in their educational pursuits. But our vision
extends beyond the academics: we want to ensure that our students
become qualified and competent workers in the Cree labour market,
and successful contributors to our Cree Nation.
Four Strategic Themes, our key areas of focus, clearly emerged from
our analysis of how we can best ensure students achieve their full
potential:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Educational Success
Student, Parent, and Community Engagement
Qualified, Competent, and Engaged Staff
Organizational Behaviour and Effectiveness

But it is not enough for us to achieve in all the areas outlined by the
Strategic Themes. We must do so in a way that is true to ourselves as
Cree. Our Cree identity must guide our decision-making and also, be
an important factor in evaluating our success. Our schools and our work
are different from other schools and school boards. Our Cree heritage
is key to our future success as a nation and it must be woven into
everything we do.

Building a Common Understanding
To ensure a common understanding of what the four Strategic Themes
mean, each theme has a strong descriptive statement which clearly
states its purpose, as well as a few aspirational commitments which
provide the outcomes we are aiming to achieve in five years.

How Will we Know we are Successful?
While a lot of effort was put into identifying our four Strategic Themes
for the next five years, it was just as important to find ways to monitor
our progress in relation to each theme. For this purpose, we have
developed Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to ensure we stay on
track over the course of the five years, and can identify where to make
adjustments, if required.
Most of these KPIs are elements we are already tracking, as they are the
main factors driving our organization, but associating them to a specific
Strategic Theme will confirm if we are moving in the right direction, and
help us take immediate corrective actions, when required.

CREE SCHOOL BOARD 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan
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T
C E IO N
S S AL

,P
A
E MM U R E N T
E NN I T Y
T

We offer quality instruction and
culturally relevant learning experiences
in an environment that fosters student
achievement and well-being.

CA C
EDU S U

1

NT M
E
D O
ST U D C A G
AN ENG

2

We encourage and welcome
the involvement of our students,
parents, and communities.

COMMITMENTS
w We create learning environments and opportunities where
students are well-grounded in our Cree heritage and
traditions.
w We offer compelling and supportive academic pathways to
meet the needs of all students and nurture their desire to
achieve.
w We work in collaborative teams, using research-based
instructional practices and data to make decisions, then
regularly monitor outcomes and adapt for continuous
improvement.

COMMITMENTS
w We offer a safe, welcoming, and culturally relevant
environment that fosters student success.
w We create a supportive environment where the contribution of
parents is a valued and important part of their child’s success
and school life.
w We partner with the community and stakeholders to align
school and community, working together to achieve the
greater good.

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
w An increase in the number of students valuing the importance
of learning Cree language, culture and traditions.

w Student attendance rates.

w Graduation rates (All sectors).

w Percentage of student enrollment vs. potential student
population.

w Student retention rates (All sectors).

w Parent attendance at parent-teacher night.

w Percentage of students on Grade Level in core subjects (Youth
Sector).

w An increase in the satisfaction rate of students, parents,
community and stakeholders.

w Number, variety and success of pathways for “at risk” students
(Youth Sector).

w Number of graduates hired and number of graduates hired in
their field of study.

w Number and success rates for other initiatives (e.g., a specific
pathway, a course, a tailored program, etc.) (All sectors).
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CO
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D ET E N T
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V EU R I O N A
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We have the competencies to
succeed and the motivation to use
our talents and resources in the best
interest of our students.

,
ED A
IFI G
QUAL E N
AND

3

IZ O
N
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O R G H AV C TI
B E FFE
E

4

We work with integrity, honour
our commitments, and are
responsible stewards of the
resources entrusted to us.

COMMITMENTS
w We uphold our Cree culture and work with passion and
motivation.
w We have the professional qualifications and personal
competencies to help our students succeed.
w We are focused on learning and work for the benefit of our
students.

COMMITMENTS
w Our organizational values set our standards of behaviour.
w We plan our work and use our strategies to guide our decisionmaking and measure our performance.
w We use effective, data-driven processes and tools that help
us achieve our goals, and enable us to demonstrate our
compliance with our governing structures.

w We continuously strive to improve through professional
development.

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

w Percentage of qualified teaching staff.

w Progress and measurement of Strategic Action Plan initiatives.

w Staff attendance rates.

w An increase in staff, student, and parent perception of CSB
effectiveness and demonstration of organizational values.

w Staff engagement rating.
w Staff retention rates.
w Performance Management Program for all staff, rolled out as
planned.
w Number of staff with a Professional Development Plan.

w A decrease in findings on audits.
w An increase in compliance on Monitoring Reports.
w An increase in budget accuracy at mid- and year-end (planned
vs. actual expenditure).

CREE SCHOOL BOARD 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan
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THE DETAILS

1 EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
We offer quality instruction and culturally relevant learning experiences in an environment that fosters student achievement and
well-being.

Key Initiatives
1.1 Determine the student population, profiles, and needs for
2016-2021.
If we are to meet the needs of our students by “offering compelling and supportive academic pathways”, we must first have a solid understanding of them.
The basic demographic information, birth rate and anticipated enrolment by
community are critical core elements that we already track and use. We must
build upon these to get a clear picture of who the students are, their lives
outside of school, and what their collective and individual needs are in terms of
academics, as well as their social, cultural, athletic, and extracurricular needs.
We will work towards creating a permanent framework to gather, prepare
and monitor this information on a regular basis. In turn, this data will become
critical input in the development of initiatives such as the creation of academic
pathways, the development of communication and engagement strategies and
tools, as well as facilities, resource and staff planning.

1.2 Actively motivate and engage students in
their learning.
Current levels of academic performance, graduation and drop out rates do not
meet our targets, and students are not as ready as they should be in terms of
having sufficient academic preparedness, necessary life skills or maintaining the
commitment to succeed.

22
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In order to increase our students’ motivation and nurture their desire to achieve,
we must make them understand the value of education, and feel that they have
active roles in determining their educational experience. To do so, we will aim
to develop a comprehensive strategy to actively motivate and engage students
in their learning, at all levels and sectors of the organization, using the output
from some of the other Key Initiatives.

1.3 Effectively communicate with and receive feedback from
students.
While students are a key stakeholder group for the CSB, they are also a very
diverse group, with different communication needs and expectations. To ensure
their success, it is essential that we communicate with students effectively, both
to send and receive information.
One of the objectives of a major Communication Assessment commissioned in
2014-2015 was to assess internal communications and tools. It revealed several
critical issues, notably the lack of an overall communication strategy and tools.
These gaps particularly impact the CSB’s ability to communicate with students
in the SAES and PSSS sectors. Consequently, the implementation of this Key
Initiative will be closely tied to Key Initiative 4.4 - Effectively communicate with
internal and external audiences.

EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
On a behavioural level, we must also create an environment where students feel
that their feedback is welcomed and will be considered seriously.

1.4 Develop pathways, programs and partnerships that reflect
the needs of all students.
Any organization can put a curriculum together. As expressed in this Strategic
Theme, the CSB’s unique proposition is that “We offer compelling and supportive academic pathways to meet the needs of all students and nurture their desire to achieve”, coupled with “We create learning environments where students
are well-grounded in our Cree heritage and traditions.”
The CSB’s pathways, programs and partnerships have so much power because
they require expertise in three key areas: excellence in education, clearly identified student needs and Cree culture.
All three pedagogical sectors of the CSB will be particularly involved in the design of these pathways, programs and partnerships, each based on their specific
clientele needs.

1.5 Become an effective, learning-centered organization.
The goal of student success is a powerful objective, clearly understood and held
in high regard by the CSB. But while it is easy to declare that “we put the students first” and there is a sincere desire to do so, many things can get in the way,
such as daily responsibilities, administrative demands, collective agreements
and even our own processes.

1

On an organization-wide level, we will work to make sure we cultivate a
student-focused mindset across the CSB. All employees must understand the
connection between their work and the ultimate goal of student success. This is
particularly important for employees whose work does not regularly put them
in contact with students.
In addition, the three pedagogical sectors of the CSB will also be developing
specific actions in this respect to meet their own specific realities.

1.6 Ensure healthy, safe, and sustainable facilities.
The CSB is responsible for the operations of schools, training centres, offices
and employee housing units. Offering well-functioning, safe, welcoming, and
culturally relevant environments is an important factor in encouraging student
success, as well as student, parent, community and staff engagement.
As we continue to grow in terms of students, pathways, programs, partnerships
and departmental/internal services, the need for healthy, safe and sustainable
facilities will also grow. With the combined input of other Key Initiatives, the
development of a comprehensive Facilities Strategy will provide us with a clear
view of our facility needs in terms of the quantity, quality and maintenance of
schools, offices, and housing, as well as standards for safety and sustainable
practices.

CREE SCHOOL BOARD 2016-2021 Strategic Action Plan
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2

STUDENT, PARENT AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

We encourage and welcome the involvement of our students, parents, and communities.

Key Initiatives
2.1 Define the value of the student learning experience at the CSB.
As expressed in Key Initiative 1.2 - Actively motivate and engage students in their
learning, current levels of academic performance, graduation and drop out rates
do not meet our targets, and student preparedness is low. In addition, the CSB
is faced with increased competition where some students pursue their training
with other educational providers, in other locations.
In order to ensure that students (and their families) choose the CSB, we must
demonstrate the worth in joining the Cree School Board.
We must define, articulate and communicate to students why they should pursue their education with the CSB and define what the CSB can uniquely offer.
This will enable us to differentiate ourselves from other school boards.
Our proposition becomes the “education brand” for the CSB, which is a critical
component in earning the engagement of students, parents and communities.
In addition, a compelling proposition will increase the CSB’s reputation and
experience as an employer.

2.2 Actively engage family members in the promotion of student
achievement and well-being.
Families play an important role in ensuring students maintain their motivation
to succeed. Unfortunately, while some families are highly engaged, too many
CSB students do not have sufficient family involvement and support, as evidenced by low turnouts at events, low numbers of volunteers, and most of all,
current levels of academic performance.

24
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We must proactively and regularly seek the involvement and support of families
in the promotion of student achievement and well-being by developing a
specific strategy to:
w
w
w

Create a welcoming environment that cultivates a culture of openness and
inclusion of parents.
Give examples of family support and involvement.
Pro-actively communicate and support specific opportunities to get involved and voice concerns.

2.3 Create opportunities for meaningful dialogue and
involvement with the community.
Communities rely on the CSB to educate its members and, just as students need
the support and participation of their families to succeed, the CSB also needs
support and participation of the communities to succeed and create a positive
environment for learning.
The CSB must be an active, visible member of the communities in which it operates, demonstrating the value and impact of learning and education. To do so,
we will work at the regional and local level to seek to understand the community
mandate, services, activities and events, and propose a framework for how a
mutually beneficial working relationship can be developed.

2.4 Foster an environment of life-long learning.
The CSB’s mandate includes the idea of ensuring that “students learn how to
be life-long learners”. While there is support and general agreement that this is
a noble and important goal, there is no clear agreement on what this means,
what it looks like and how it should be assessed.

STUDENT, PARENT AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
We will create a framework to effectively articulate the concept of life-long
learning, including defining the strategies and tactics to support it, as well as
the limits of the responsibilities and authorities of the CSB in this area.

2.5 Enhance visibility and awareness of Sabtuan Adult Education
Services and Post-Secondary Student Services, and access to
their programs and partnerships.
The Sabtuan Adult Education Services and Post-Secondary Student Services
sectors offer vital programs and resources that enable students to continue
their studies and achieve their potential. Regrettably, these are not sufficiently
known or understood, both internally and externally. As a result, program enrolment and participation is affected, and competition for students, increased.
We must develop specific SAES and PSSS communication strategies and tools,
which will include clearly defined programs and resources for students, identified stakeholders and targeted key messages, clear processes to access services
and on-going promotion/advertising initiatives.

2.6 Establish and nurture mutually beneficial relationships with
employers, industry and community groups.

2

While the CSB has connections and relationships with these key stakeholders,
they must be stronger and more active in order to ensure that communication
flows in a timely and efficient manner. As such, we must design a comprehensive
strategy that clearly identifies key organizations and individual contacts, outlines
what the CSB can offer them, what the CSB needs from them and areas of mutual
benefit, and proposes how the working relationship can be developed.

2.7 Clarify and align mandates between the CSB and external
education providers to avoid overlap and duplication.
The CSB has the exclusive mandate to provide students in Eeyou Istchee with
pre-school, elementary and secondary education and to support them in their
pursuit of post-secondary education, adult education and vocational training.
Other organizations can offer training and learning opportunities in the communities. However, this is an issue as the overlaps and duplication may result
in ineffective use of the financial resources of both organizations, and ad hoc
development activities can be difficult to integrate into SAES programs and/
or PSSS partnerships. In addition, it can create the perception that the CSB is
unable to provide adequate learning opportunities.
The CSB will seek to address this issue by:

An important part of the CSB’s mandate is to ensure that “A significant number
of Crees have the professional, technical, vocational and specialized qualifications needed by the Cree Nation.”

w

We need to guide our students to take their place professionally and personally
in their communities. To do so, we must have strong relationships with employers, industry and community groups in order to understand their human
resource needs and expectations of us.

w

w

Regularly monitoring non-CSB training and learning opportunities offered
in the communities.
Determining what types of training is being offered outside of the CSB and
assessing whether it conflicts with or impacts the mandate of the CSB.
Clearly identifying external education providers and individual contacts.
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QUALIFIED, COMPETENT,
AND ENGAGED STAFF

We have the competencies to succeed and the motivation to use our talents and resources in the best interest of our students.

Key Initiatives
3.1 Determine 2016-2021 staffing requirements to align with
organizational priorities.

3.3 Effectively attract and hire qualified, competent and
engaged candidates in all areas of the organization.

Without the right people in the right jobs at the right time, an organization cannot achieve its goals. As the CSB continues to grow, the need for qualified, competent staff will also grow. It will not be possible to develop or source the necessary
talent without a clear understanding of the organization’s future needs.

The caliber of CSB staff directly impacts its reputation as a competent provider
of education. As seen in the previous Key Initiative, the organization is currently
facing issues in its ability to source, attract and retain talent.

The CSB must develop a Workforce Plan that provides a clear view of its human
resourcing needs in terms of the quantity, caliber and location of positions for
2016-2021, as well as a plan to staff the jobs.

3.2 Define the value of the employee work experience at the CSB.
The CSB is currently facing issues in its ability to source, attract and retain talent.
This results in turnover, vacant positions and potentially worse, unqualified or
unmotivated staff.
By defining the value of the employee work experience, we can understand
exactly why employees are choosing to join and remain with the CSB. We must
develop an Employee Value Proposition (EVP) that explains the “get and give”
between the CSB and its employees, i.e., what the benefit of employment at the
CSB is for current and prospective employees (the “get”), in exchange for what
the organization asks of them (the “give”). The EVP also sets clear expectations
on both sides: recruiting/hiring is more successful as the organization is better
able to identify strong talent pools and make a compelling offer, and turnover
tends to decrease as employees have a more accurate picture of the organization as an employer, resulting in fewer surprises and disappointments once they
have been hired.
The EVP becomes the “employment brand” for the CSB, which sets the tone for
recruiting tools as well as Human Resources’ programs and services.
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There are currently many recruiting challenges: the need for specialized qualifications, language requirements, distances from major sources of candidates,
limited qualified local staff, etc. Attracting and hiring qualified candidates in these
circumstances increases the need for a specialized and highly skilled approach
to staffing, particularly in the area of identifying sources of qualified, interested
candidates.
We need to develop a comprehensive Talent Acquisition Plan which includes a
clear EVP, clearly identified roles, responsibilities and decision-making authority
for hiring decisions, access to solid candidate sources, online candidate management / application systems, effective interview and selection tools, and on-going
employment advertising campaigns.

3.4 Provide new employees with a supportive and practical
welcome to their working and living environment.
After all the effort and investment in recruiting, it is important that new employees are well integrated into their jobs. For employees who are relocating, it is
also critical that they are integrated into their new living environment.
A strong welcome and onboarding program is a powerful way to reinforce new
employees’ decision to join the CSB, to ensure they are able to assume their new
functions smoothly and to integrate them fully into the organization.
The CSB must develop a comprehensive Onboarding Program that goes
beyond the basic orientation. The Program should namely create a welcoming
environment, share the organization’s culture, values and behaviours, introduce colleagues and supervisors to build strong working relationships, include

QUALIFIED, COMPETENT,
AND ENGAGED STAFF
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pairing of non-Cree employees with local families to learn more about Cree
culture, language and their community, and ensure regular follow-ups with new
employees to proactively address emerging issues.

out over several years. The first annual cycle was launched in 2015 for Management
positions. The CSB will continue with the subsequent phases of the roll out until all
employees of the CSB participate in the Performance Management Program.

3.5 Enhance and promote employee engagement to increase
motivation and pride to work for the CSB.

The Performance Management Program is a key tool we will be using annually to
track and monitor our individual and collective achievements as part of the 20162021 Strategic Action Plan.

In light of the many recruiting challenges listed in previous Key Strategies,
retaining current employees is particularly important. Investing in retaining current employees is better than spending the effort, time and money in recruiting
because of turnover.

3.8 Ensure all employees have access to professional
development resources to further their professional skills.

Employees remain with an organization because they feel a strong intellectual
and emotional connection with, or engagement towards the organization.

An effective way to address talent shortages is to develop talent internally.
Professional development can lead to on-going satisfaction and enrichment of
an employee’s current role or prepare an employee to assume different roles
within the organization.

We will seek to enhance and promote employee engagement through an
integrated approach to building strong relationships, commitment and performance. We need to become an “irresistible organization”, offering a compelling
combination of interesting, purposeful work, a pleasant work environment,
solid leadership, opportunities for development and advancement, and appropriate compensation and recognition.

3.6 Recognize and reward meaningful employee contributions.
A key element of retaining employees is by recognizing and rewarding meaningful employee contributions. While compensation is an important element,
the recognition component is very powerful. Reward and recognition programs
are particularly effective at driving employee engagement, increasing motivation and performance, and reducing turnover.
The CSB will aim to implement a strong reward and recognition program that
includes a documented compensation strategy and program, formal and informal mechanisms to show appreciation, and the creation of a culture of recognition throughout the organization.

3.7 Ensure all employees have access to the Performance
Management Program.

Professional development programs work in conjunction with Performance
Management as they provide options to fulfill the development areas outlined in the Performance Review. While we have begun creating a professional
development program as part of the CSB Performance Management Program,
it will continue to evolve and grow as the broader Performance Management
Program rollout continues to unfold.

3.9 Assure operational continuity by preparing successors for
key positions.
Talent shortages obviously cause operational issues in that regular tasks are not
performed, but they may also expose the organization to significant risk by not
having employees available to step into critical jobs when these become vacant.
We must develop a Succession Planning Program that allows us to be prepared
to support service continuity when key people leave or when key positions are
vacated, ensures a continuing supply of qualified and motivated people, and
reinforces a commitment to developing career paths for employees. In addition, a
Succession Plan will support our external reputation as an employer that invests
in its people and provides opportunities and support for advancement.

In 2013, the CSB began developing a Performance Management Program, which
included the introduction of new organizational values, defining a new competency model, implementing compensation adjustments and planning a phased roll
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ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
AND EFFECTIVENESS

We work with integrity, honour our commitments, and are responsible stewards of the resources entrusted to us.

Key Initiatives
4.1 Design a framework to effectively support the student
experience through the CSB.

At present, our ability to maintain data / records varies widely across the CSB
and generating reports often requires significant effort or manual intervention.

There are many routes for students to take through the CSB in pursuit of their
education. As it stands, our responsibilities and administrative processes for certain transitions or handoffs are unclear and difficult, and students are receiving
different, and potentially conflicting information, as well as varying levels of
support.

As the CSB continues to grow, our need for and reliance on strong data management and recordkeeping will increase. As such, we must develop a Data
Management Strategy to decide on the critical data to manage, guide investments in data systems and set standards for collection, determine data storage
and destruction, and ensure each department is able to manage its operations
and prepare routine reports easily using the appropriate processes and tools.

As students (and their accompanying families) interact with multiple departments of the CSB, we need to present a unified, consistent approach and voice,
and be prepared to smoothly execute the administrative processes across all
three pedagogical sectors.
We will work at developing a consistent CSB-wide approach of how students
should move through the CSB, identifying their entry and exit points and who
is accountable for them at each point. This should include a CSB-wide strategy
and criteria for student placement and enrolment.

4.2 Optimize data management and recordkeeping.
The ability to manage data and maintain accurate records is critical to CSB operations. We rely on data for a variety of reasons, including:
w
w
w
w
w
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Our student-related processes.
Our regular administrative processes.
To complete mandatory reports for our governing bodies.
To prepare applications and submissions.
And for our own decision-making and evaluation of results.

OUR JOURNEY TOWARDS STUDENT SUCCESS

4.3 Determine and commit to the types of services and
turnaround times offered internally by departments.
Internal collaboration between individuals and between departments is currently
negatively affected by unclear roles and responsibilities, lack of clarity on available services and support and how to access them, and unclear expectations in
terms of the type of service and turnaround times.
We must create a model Internal Service Level Agreement, with usage guidelines,
to allow teams to specifically state the services or task offered, the time commitment for delivery and specify the responsibilities and process for each partner, as
well as how to raise issues or address problems.
This should enable everyone (both the service provider and service receiver) to
effectively plan their work and better manage expectations of each other.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
AND EFFECTIVENESS
4.4 Effectively communicate with internal and external audiences.
In 2014-2015, a major Communications Assessment was commissioned with
the objective of conducting an in-depth assessment of the CSB internal communication processes and tools and gathering high-level best practices on
external communications.
The assessment identified several critical issues, namely the lack of a comprehensive communication strategy. With the recent creation of a specialized
Communication and Community Relations function within the CSB, we are in
a good position to address these critical issues, and equip the organization
with the proper framework and tools to align the communication strategy with
the overall CSB strategy, thus improving communication accountability and
information sharing internally, and preserving quality interactions with external
stakeholders, while protecting the organization’s reputation.

4

4.6 Leverage technology effectively to support student
outcomes and improve CSB-wide efficiency.
Technology is an essential element to all that we do. Whether it is simply using
the email or sophisticated data systems, we rely heavily on our technological capabilities. In addition, many of our systems are mandatory MEES standards, so the
system design, functionality and implementation dates are predetermined.
There is a strong appetite to better use the technology we have, as well as find
new solutions for our everyday administrative, operational and communication
needs. We must develop a comprehensive technology strategy that depicts the
current and future state of the use of technology at the CSB, defines the desired
user experience, efficiently plans new system deployments, upgrades and capabilities, and identifies the competencies required by employees and the Information & Technologies Department, and related training needs.

In addition, the need for effective, two-way communications with students
identified in Key Initiative 1.3 - Effectively communicate with and receive feedback
from students should be included in the scope of this Key Initiative.

4.7 Ensure governance frameworks (including operational
policies, procedures and tools) meet current and emerging
organizational needs.

4.5 Enhance the effectiveness of meetings.

At the CSB, our primary governance framework is set out by the Cree Education
Act, the JBNQA, and the Council Policy Manual, our Operational Policies and ByLaws and also, by the collective agreements we have signed with our unions. A
secondary type of governance exists through our job descriptions and processes, which determine the “rules” and define individual accountabilities.

Used properly, meetings provide vital opportunities for communication, collaboration and decision-making. They are also important opportunities to build
teams and motivate people. However, as the CSB grows in size and complexity,
the quantity and frequency of meetings has also increased. Our vast geography
also often requires us to travel to attend meetings, which adds yet more time,
effort and cost.
We must develop and adopt CSB-wide meeting effectiveness standards to ensure meeting time is used well, to legitimize alternatives to in-person meetings,
and to create efficient processes and tools to book and follow-up on meetings
and manage travel arrangements.

Since many of these elements were initially put into place, the CSB has grown
considerably. The CSB today is a more robust organization, with greater experience, competency and depth of knowledge than ever before.
Our ongoing initiatives to keep these governance elements up to date must
continue. At the same time, it is important to look at these primary and secondary types of governance holistically to determine if they reflect the organization’s maturity level and behaviour, as well as to see if new guidelines are
required. In summary, we must define and articulate our vision of governance
for 2016-2021, and integrate any changes to our existing frameworks.
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THE PLAN AT A GLANCE
1 EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
We offer quality instruction and culturally relevant learning experiences
in an environment that fosters student achievement and well-being.

STUDENT, PARENT AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

2

We encourage and welcome the involvement of
our students, parents, and communities.

COMMITMENTS

KEY INITIATIVES

COMMITMENTS

KEY INITIATIVES

w We create learning environments and opportunities where students are
well-grounded in our Cree heritage and traditions.

1.1 Determine the student population, profiles, and needs for
2016-2021.

w We offer a safe, welcoming, and culturally relevant environment that
fosters student success.

2.1 Define the value of the student learning experience at the
CSB.

w We offer compelling and supportive academic pathways to meet the
needs of all students and nurture their desire to achieve.

1.2 Actively motivate and engage students in their learning.

w We create a supportive environment where the contribution of parents is
a valued and important part of their child’s success and school life.

2.2 Actively engage family members in the promotion of student
achievement and well-being.

w We partner with the community and stakeholders to align school and
community, working together to achieve the greater good.

2.3 Create opportunities for meaningful dialogue and
involvement with the community.

w We work in collaborative teams, using research-based instructional
practices and data to make decisions, then regularly monitor outcomes
and adapt for continuous improvement.

1.3 Effectively communicate with and receive feedback from
students.
1.4 Develop pathways, programs and partnerships that reflect
the needs of all students.

2.4 Foster an environment of life-long learning.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

1.5 Become an effective, learning-centered organization.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

w An increase in the number of students valuing the importance of
learning Cree language, culture and traditions.

1.6 Ensure healthy, safe, and sustainable facilities.

w Student attendance rates.
w Percentage of student enrollment vs. potential student population.

w Graduation rates (All sectors).
w Student retention rates (All sectors).
w Percentage of students on Grade Level in core subjects (Youth Sector).
w Number, variety and success of pathways for “at risk” students (Youth Sector).

w Parent attendance at parent-teacher night.

2.6 Establish and nurture mutually beneficial relationships with
employers, industry and community groups.

w An increase in the satisfaction rate of students, parents, community and
stakeholders.

2.7 Clarify and align mandates between the CSB and external
education providers to avoid overlap and duplication.

w Number of graduates hired and number of graduates hired in their field
of study.

w Number and success rates for other initiatives (e.g., a specific pathway, a
course, a tailored program, etc.) (All sectors).

2.5 Enhance visibility and awareness of Sabtuan Adult Education
Services and Post-Secondary Student Services, and access to
their programs and partnerships.

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
AND EFFECTIVENESS

COMPETENT,
3 QUALIFIED,
AND ENGAGED STAFF
We have the competencies to succeed and the motivation to use
our talents and resources in the best interest of our students.

We work with integrity, honour our commitments, and
are responsible stewards of the resources entrusted to us.

COMMITMENTS

KEY INITIATIVES

COMMITMENTS

KEY INITIATIVES

w We uphold our Cree culture and work with passion and motivation.

3.1 Determine 2016-2021 staffing requirements to align with
organizational priorities.

w Our organizational values set our standards of behaviour.

4.1 Design a framework to effectively support the student
experience through the CSB.

w We have the professional qualifications and personal competencies to
help our students succeed.
w We are focused on learning and work for the benefit of our students.
w We continuously strive to improve through professional development.

3.2 Define the value of the employee work experience at the CSB.
3.3 Effectively attract and hire qualified, competent and engaged
candidates in all areas of the organization.
3.4 Provide new employees with a supportive and practical
welcome to their working and living environment.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
w Percentage of qualified teaching staff.
w Staff attendance rates.
w Staff engagement rating.
w Staff retention rates.
w Performance Management Program for all staff, rolled out as planned.
w Number of staff with a Professional Development Plan.
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3.5 Enhance and promote employee engagement to increase
motivation and pride to work for the CSB.
3.6 Recognize and reward meaningful employee contributions.

w We plan our work and use our strategies to guide our decision-making
and measure our performance.
w We use effective, data-driven processes and tools that help us achieve
our goals, and enable us to demonstrate our compliance with our
governing structures.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
w Progress and measurement of Strategic Action Plan initiatives.

3.7 Ensure all employees have access to the Performance
Management Program.

w An increase in staff, student, and parent perception of CSB effectiveness
and demonstration of organizational values.

3.8 Ensure all employees have access to professional
development resources to further their professional skills.

w An increase in compliance on Monitoring Reports.

3.9 Assure operational continuity by preparing successors for key
positions.

w An increase in budget accuracy at mid- and year-end (planned vs. actual
expenditure).

OUR JOURNEY TOWARDS STUDENT SUCCESS
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w A decrease in findings on audits.

4.2 Optimize data management and recordkeeping.
4.3 Determine and commit to the types of services and
turnaround times offered internally by departments.
4.4 Effectively communicate with internal and external
audiences.
4.5 Enhance the effectiveness of meetings.
4.6 Leverage technology effectively to support student outcomes
and improve CSB-wide efficiency.
4.7 Ensure governance frameworks (including operational
policies, procedures and tools) meet current and emerging
organizational needs.
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APPENDIX
Implementation Timeline Guidelines
To support the transition from Key Initiatives to Departmental Priorities, and eventually projects, a high-level timeline was
proposed for each of the four Strategic Themes, using a three-level priority scale which combines the notions of urgency,
organizational focus and⁄or effort. For example, initiatives rated “1” require immediate action, significant effort and focus, and
formal support from other parts of the organization.

Key Initiatives

1 EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
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Key Initiatives

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

1.1 Determine the student population, profiles, and needs for 2016-2021.

1

2

3

3

3

1.2 Actively motivate and engage students in their learning.

2

1

1

1

2

1.3 Effectively communicate with and receive feedback from students.

2

1

1

1

2

1.4 Develop pathways, programs and partnerships that reflect the needs
of all students.

1

1

1

2

2

1.5 Become an effective, learning-centered organization.

3

2

1

1

2

1.6 Ensure healthy, safe, and sustainable facilities.

2

2

2

2

2
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Key Initiatives

2

STUDENT, PARENT AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2.1 Define the value of the student learning experience at the CSB.

1

2

2

3

3

2.2 Actively engage family members in the promotion of student achievement
and well-being.

2

1

2

3

3

2.3 Create opportunities for meaningful dialogue and involvement with the
community.

2

2

1

1

3

2.4 Foster an environment of life-long learning.

2

2

1

2

3

2.5 Enhance visibility and awareness of Sabtuan Adult Education Services and
Post-Secondary Student Services, and access to their programs and partnerships.

3

1

1

2

3

2.6 Establish and nurture mutually beneficial relationships with employers,
industry and community groups.

2

1

1

3

3

2.7 Clarify and align mandates between the CSB and external education
providers to avoid overlap and duplication.

2

1

2

3

3
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Key Initiatives
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QUALIFIED, COMPETENT,
AND ENGAGED STAFF
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

3.1 Determine 2016-2021 staffing requirements to align with organizational
priorities.

1

1

3

3

3

3.2 Define the value of the employee work experience at the CSB.

1

1

2

3

3

3.3 Effectively attract and hire qualified, competent and engaged candidates in
all areas of the organization.

1

1

1

2

2

3.4 Provide new employees with a supportive and practical welcome to their
working and living environment.

2

1

3

3

3

3.5 Enhance and promote employee engagement to increase motivation and
pride to work for the CSB.

3

2

1

2

3

3.6 Recognize and reward meaningful employee contributions.

3

3

2

1

3

3.7 Ensure all employees have access to the Performance Management
Program.

2

1

1

1

2

3.8 Ensure all employees have access to professional development resources to
further their professional skills.

1

1

1

1

1

3.9 Assure operational continuity by preparing successors for key positions.

3

2

1

2

3
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ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR
AND EFFECTIVENESS
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

4.1 Design a framework to effectively support the student experience through
the CSB.

1

2

3

3

3

4.2 Optimize data management and recordkeeping.

1

1

1

2

3

4.3 Determine and commit to the types of services and turnaround times
offered internally by departments.

2

1

1

2

3

4.4 Effectively communicate with internal and external audiences.

1

1

2

2

2

4.5 Enhance the effectiveness of meetings.

2

1

1

2

3

4.6 Leverage technology effectively to support student outcomes and improve
CSB-wide efficiency.

2

1

1

2

2

4.7 Ensure governance frameworks (including operational policies, procedures
and tools) meet current and emerging organizational needs.

2

2

1

1

2
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